Reddit Bans "Pizzagate" - "We Don't Want Witchhunts On Our Site"

As of earlier today, the subreddit, r/Pizzagate, was officially banned by Reddit which posted the following notice to their site:

```
This community has been banned
This subreddit was banned due to a violation of our content policy. Specifically, the proliferation of personal and confidential information. We don't want witchhunts on our site.
Banned 21 hours ago.
```

For those not familiar with the movement, the "Pizzagate" subreddit was started by a group of Trump–supporting internet sleuths who were attempting to use WikiLeaks’ leaked Podesta emails to connect the Clintons and John Podesta to the convicted sex offender, Jeffrey Epstein. That said, when the Podesta emails failed to reveal a "smoking gun" linkage, the sleuths instead turned their focus to multiple "pizza" references in Podesta’s emails which then led to the speculation that those "pizza" references must be code for something far more sinister.

According to the Washington Post, the "Pizzagate" sleuths are convinced that the "secret headquarters of a child sex–trafficking ring run by Hillary Clinton and members of her inner circle" is located in the basement of a Washington D.C. pizza shop called the Comet Ping Pong Pizzeria. The owner of the pizzeria, James Alefantis, says he has received numerous death threats over the past couple of weeks and has been forced to go to the FBI for protection.

It has also led to some very real harassment of the people caught up in the theory, including the owner of the Comet Ping Pong pizzeria in the District, James Alefantis. Alefantis has received hundreds of death threats over the past couple of weeks, he told the New York Times this week, after Pizzagate enthusiasts decided that his restaurant was the secret headquarters of a child sex–trafficking ring run by Hillary Clinton and members of her inner circle.

**None of the wildly accusatory claims are true.** Alefantis told the Times that he asked Twitter, Reddit, Facebook, YouTube and the FBI to help him stop the spread.
According to the New York Times, Alefantis first heard of Pizzagate after he started receiving threatening messages on Instagram and Facebook. Aside from some friendships with prominent democratic insiders like David Brock and Tony Podesta, Alefantis told the Times he's not sure how this conspiracy theory got linked to his business.

While WaPo says the Pizzagate sleuths have failed to uncover any actual evidence of their accusations, the dismissal of their efforts by the media only seems to be strengthening their resolve.

"Pizzagate" has yet to produce any actual evidence for its extremely weighty and life-ruining accusations, but every debunking of its claims — including the one in the Times — has only convinced its believers that they must be right, and that the circle of pedophiles and sympathizers trying to cover up their findings must be even bigger and more powerful than they imagined.
The only reason Kanye was hospitalized is because he spoke up about #pizzagate

6:51 AM - 22 Nov 2016

716 950

In fact, after the Reddit ban, one former moderator of the Pizzagate subreddit posted the following message on r/The_Donald:

Finally, we are not finished. Obviously the entire mod team and everyone else is tightening up our opsec and putting on our battle-armor. To those who pressured Reddit into this censorship: none of us are turning back. We have all made life insurance videos. We have all vowed to continue this fight. You have only increased our number. This morning we were numerous, tonight we are legion.

Reading between the lines, we'd say they're not quite ready to give up on Pizzagate.

Online bullies targeting D.C. restaurant
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lincis • Nov 23, 2016 6:03 PM
they got to reddit too? wankers!
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layman_please 🍕 lincis • Nov 23, 2016 6:08 PM
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate

new location over here

and the police sketch resemblance of the madeleine mccann kidnappers to podesta brothers, freakish.

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/HW_iBAweSNo/hqdefault.jpg

evilla 🍕 layman_please • Nov 23, 2016 6:09 PM

Nice logo. Comet Pizza – Play Eat Drink.

Hmm...anybody else notice that the acronym for that is PED?
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LOL. That's like when they called it operation iraqi libration and forgot the acronym was OIL.
This is going to continue until it is resolved. Huge number of people investigating and pulling together information.

https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@titusfrost/pizzagate-dnc-pedophile-ring-
e...

ZH – good post but you are several weeks late.

public got more eyes/ears than the media & jackboots.

let’s see a repeat only larger of what they did in belgium re: dutroux.

andrew kline ((doj))
arun rao ((doj))
shine light on these two; stay on em

Just to note Andrew Kline was a different guy. Andrew Kline (the lawyer) was involved in Besta Pizza and Comet Pizza and is dirty. Andrew Kline the DOJ guy is a different guy.

James Alefantis = J’aime les enfants

Any French speakers?

I love children

lots of data http://pastebin.com/M8PEVcse

And lets not forget the Wikileaks e-mail that said OBAMA HAD SPENT 65,000 bringing in “pizza and dogs” from Chicago for a private White House party.

No wonder Obama is pushing “fake news” meme. Please show us the receipts for the pizza and hot dogs.

And what is Epstein’s island called, besides Orgy Island? Little St James Island, US Virgin Islands? So using their code, I love little saints, US Virgin Islands???

I'm not into witch hunts either cos there are indeed good witches out there. But the Podestas? I'm not sure. Although... I can't help but notice the Podesta brothers resemblance to the people of interest sought by the investigation team of the missing Madeleine McCann. 

What are the chances of two brothers being sought in an investigation and look like those in the pictures?

Accuse with no proof, that's the American way. Too bad America is NEVER getting better.

That's how they destroy innocent lives.

It's one thing to go broke for Trump and be disappointed later. Another one to destroy somebody's life on pure conjecture.

facts are fun

for instance --- who is Uptown Pizza Inc ?

Check out Clement Freud:

Podesta's alleged staying at Clement Freud's. We will see if these leaks are true.

And the odds of a pizza shop just happening to put a pedo symbol in their corporate logo and these allegations then just happening to arise is next to nothing.
Hagmann observations on pizzagate:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmTL6lOPAZQ

McCullough Construction LLC ;;; comet literally shares a wall with a Construction Company.
Neat two story building. One area of expertise is SubGround Construction!
reckon who those folks might be?
who is susan sandler? hmmm

LONG WOODCHIPPIERS.
CHILD RAPESTS MUST DIE.
THAT IS ALL.

Correct me if I am wrong. Didn't a recent president say waterboarding was OK?
The United Nations seems to agree. Earlier in November, members of the U.N. Committee Against Torture excoriated the Obama administration for failing to punish anyone over the torture programs, with at least one member accusing the U.S. Department of Justice of whitewashing abuses.
This came from the Huff Post so it has to be true.

Published on Nov 15, 2016
This is the start of an open source investigation into the Pizza Gate Pedophile Rings being run by Comet Ping Pong Pizza. This ring of Pedophiles is directly exposed by the emails from John Podesta and Tony Podesta. Also directly connected to this is DOJ Andrew Kline. The links I have compiled are below in this description. I will be uploading this video to the Steemit BlockChain so it will forever be on the internet, uncensorable in the block chain.

DC Leaks Pizza Gate: https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/
WikiLeaks Podesta Emails: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/...
Andrew Kline owns Besta Pizza: https://steemit.com/wikiLeaks/@ausbit...
Beyond Borders: http://beyondborders.net/
Comet Ping Pong: http://www.cometpingpong.com/
Comet Ping Pong Yelp: https://www.yelp.com/biz/comet-ping-p...
Comet Ping Pong FB: https://www.facebook.com/cometpingpong/
Besta Pizza Yelp: https://www.yelp.com/biz/besta-pizza--...
FBI Known Pedophilia Symbolism: https://sli.mg/00qA8D

Jimmy Comet

Julian Treger Insta: https://www.instagram.com/juliantreger/
Charlotte Insta: https://www.instagram.com/charlottedil...
Brian Bakers Insta: https://www.instagram.com/brianbakers/
TransformerDC Insta: https://www.instagram.com/transformerdc/
CBoutlier Insta: https://www.instagram.com/cboutlier/
Victoria Reis Insta: https://www.instagram.com/victorialyn...
Comet Ping Pong Insta: https://www.instagram.com/cometpingpong/
Halien Witch Trials: https://www.instagram.com/witchtrials/
Wild Torus: https://www.instagram.com/wildtorus/
I will add more links as I come across them.
Follow me on Twitter! https://twitter.com/ImperatorTruth
Follow me on Steemit! https://steemit.com/@titusfrost

philipat ⚽ stizazz • Nov 23, 2016 9:40 PM
Letsit, Lonng, Yippee Kiyay, techies-r-us, stizazz, Mano-A-Mano et al, sorry to make you “Talk to yourself” more to avoid having my ‘outing’ post immediately below your spam. It now takes you 4–5 minutes to post because you have to login as different users to talk to yourself and separate your spam post from my spam alert so taking advantage of Zfers who don’t know your game. Still, without a life I suppose you must have plenty of time on your hands. I have a life so am not always focused on hitting the key on my machine which automatically responds to your spam. Another poster, erkme73, was able to hack into your parents security system and get a shot of you in the basement where you live. Not a pretty site:
http://r.fod4.com/http://a.fod4.com/images/user_photos/1171287/spammer_o...

bamawatson ⚽ philipat • Nov 23, 2016 10:02 PM
tylers, or other researchers, there are and charts showing above ground locations of the cluster of buildings in question AND the Known tunnel system. It is chilling also, as in Watergate, follow the money thru these building ownerships & biz ownerships

Zero Point ⚽ bamawatson • Nov 24, 2016 1:12 AM
Reddit is currently in meltdown. The CEO has just admitted altering user posts in order to cause trouble for them. Very much linked to Pizzagate. All content on Reddit must now be regarded as coming directly from u/spez as he can just alter anyones posts at will for any reason whatsoever.

Malvern Joe ⚽ stizzly • Nov 24, 2016 1:29 AM
Anybody who had a relationship with David Brock deserves to have his life ruined.

bamawatson ⚽ techies-r-us • Nov 24, 2016 12:25 AM
who owns Little Red Fox?
hmm

bamawatson ⚽ techies-r-us • Nov 24, 2016 12:28 AM
who is lissa muscatine?
who runs her wine bar?
hmmm

OliversWilde ⚽ techies-r-us • Nov 23, 2016 10:14 PM
Except interesting is that there was absolutely ZERO mention of the penis entering the prepubescent vagina on James ALefantis’ original Instagram – THIS is what got me convinced that there was something to this topic, not the continuous barrage of comments regarding the little girl in full clothing who smiling with her arms taped…If you ask me there is intentional mis information on both sides, and unless people do their own investigating they are just constantly going to be subjected to opinions rather than facts, dis info vs real info…https://slmg/a/yb1231 (see pics under # 5, entitled “WHITNEY MUSEUM” – it’s been blacked out but the original is available if you look for it) – I had to wash my eyeballs with soap and water...

Shame on you ZERO HEDGE for simply copying excerpts from false articles and highlighting the “its not true” meme, without ANY investigative reporting!
Cursive 🅿️ OliversWilde • Nov 24, 2016 1:01 AM
I, too, am disappointed with TD's tone.

0

Bendromeda Strain 🅿️ OliversWilde • Nov 24, 2016 8:28 AM
FYI - the Whitney is a Vanderbilt museum built by Anderson Cooper's great aunt. I agree that the Jeff Koons hardcore pornography hanging on the wall appears to involve an underage female, but cannot be proven after the fact. They revel in the fact that they can hide in plain sight because of their powerful connections - and laugh in our faces. Glad to hear that Alefantis is being discomforted, but it is Tony Podesta who I see as the Eyes Wide Shut ringmaster. It is almost like Rosemary's Baby when Mia Farrow discovers All Of Them Witches.

0

new Promethus 🅿️ techies-r-us • Nov 24, 2016 9:37 AM
Of course libturds hold themselves to a higher standard. MY ASS.

0

bamawatson 🅿️ letsit • Nov 23, 2016 9:35 PM
rut row alexjones is on board

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ggvQdZXMGLw
can you say arun rao

0

philipat 🅿️ letsit • Nov 23, 2016 9:38 PM
SPAM ALERT: Do not open the fake links. Letsit has now taken over as Spammer-in-Chief after Yippee Kiyay and now lonng were banned. This serial spammer previously known as: mofio, santafe, Aristotle of Greece, Gargoyle, bleu, oops, lance-a-lot, Loftie, toro, Yippee Kiyay, lonng, letsit, Mano-A-Mano, techies-r-us, beauticelli, stizazz, Nekoti, SumTing Wong, King Tut, Adullam, jcaz, espirit, rp2016, Holy hand grenade of Antioch, InTheLandOfTheBlind, lock-stock and tazs (some still active for the purposes of talking to and congratulating himself) and others. He seems to have more accounts than all other ZH members combined. Beats me why The Tylers can’t just block his IP?
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PhilofOz 🅿️ philipat • Nov 24, 2016 12:11 AM
FFS! Get a life instead of stalking spammers! We can just as quickly close his links and therafter ignore them if we choose to without your "help!"

5

Adullam 🅿️ PhilofOz • Nov 24, 2016 2:05 AM
Philipat – if you’re going to go after the spammer, would you please at least get your facts straight? I’ve nothing to do with the person you’re targeting!

Anyone on ZH can read my comments and make up their own mind.

5

Holy hand grena... 🅿️ Adullam • Nov 24, 2016 4:58 AM
I have nothing to do with him either... Tall Tom will verify this.

0

Velocitor 🅿️ letsit • Nov 24, 2016 9:04 AM
I assume you’re okay with an official investigation to either formally charge or exonerate the parties involved? If you check out some of the links in these comments, I think you will find more than enough probable cause to warrant official investigation.

0
OregonGrown ♠ beemasters • Nov 23, 2016 9:20 PM

"What are the chances of two brothers being sought in an investigation and look like those in the pictures?"

I would say the odds are 2 in 7 billion!  What say you?

froze25 ♠ OregonGrown • Nov 24, 2016 6:41 AM

The odds are astronomical.

jefferson32 ♠ beemasters • Nov 24, 2016 2:16 AM

Here is the post that got the subreddit banned

http://archive.is/MrsGu

See discussion here:

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/5eiej7/heres_the_post_tha...

webmatex ♠ jefferson32 • Nov 24, 2016 5:45 AM

"With a current child population (aged 0 - 17) of around 74 million in the United States, the U.S. Department of Justice figures equate to around 1 child in every 92 going missing in the United States each year.

This looks like a systemic problem indeed. Childhood disappearances outnumber cancer deaths in the United States by one third". Thats more than 1% for gods sake, every year. Obviously nothing happening here, wake me up when it gets to 50%. Fema camps? Secluded Chateau's? DUMBST They are mentioned in all old the "fake news" stories dating back the last fifty years. Project Camelot and Bases have witness testament from dozens of people subjected to mind control from their early years. These scandals have been blowing up for decades but NOBODY is ever convicted except the fall guy. Just look at the constant twerking of the police and judges in the U.K. over the past 35 years. Ted Heath and his yacht Morning Cloud? Don't worry, for some people the Morning Cloud will cover their evil activities for their entire lives. Everybody Knows: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lin-a2lTelg

webmatex ♠ webmatex • Nov 24, 2016 7:46 AM

Search dictator Putins

https://www.yandex.com/search/?text=%20Yandex.com&lr=10502!

Marina Abramovic tied to VIP-Ritual Child Killers in Australia and you will find 12 results on the first page and 6 are "Story not found/Error 404".

6 of those sites are also in the west and appear to have recently pulled content connected with the search term from their servers.

Theres a lot of muscle pushing out there. However there are many sources there which no longer appear on Google/Startpage.

To undestand what is happening here we must accept the history of human sacrifice which stretches from Ancient Babylon to the Incas to Bohemium Grove today.

Jewish Kabbalistic Occult Ritual Child Murder throughout history - Ekhad – sounds pretty "politically incorrect" but documents the history of one such cult's long history of this practice but demonstates that the motives for this behaviour differs from cult to cult.

But more, its probably the only example ive seen of a documented historic exposure of one specific "occult" group consistantly exposed for over a thousand years for human sacrifice.

Warning REALLY not for snowflakes!

The Gun Is Good ♠ webmatex • Nov 24, 2016 8:13 AM

Good post. Thanks.

The Franklin / Boys Town Scandal, too...

My GF is a family lawyer. Many of those 'missing' children are with one biological parent, who has 'abducted' the child in violation of custody arrangements. So it's not like 1% of US kids are taken into sex slavery- the number is much lower.

It gets weirder.
Not far from the abduction site Lord Clement Freud (grandson of Sigmund Freud) owned a villa.
After his death inquiries revealed that he was a pedophile, and maybe more.
The Podesta brothers were his friends.
Birds of a feather.
All weirdos as the very least, and yet they managed to worm their way into governance.
There's never one cockroach, and there's never one sleaze.
Like cockroaches, they have hidden nests in the nicest places, and are always together.
During the investigation afterwards, Freud invited Mr. and Mrs. McCann over on the pretext of sympathy.
http://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/top-news/podesta-brothers-revealed/
He probably only invited them over to find out what they or the police knew.
Clever freudian sleaze.
The Podesta brothers know far more than they are letting on.
As well as all their impressive DC friends.
At the end of the day, they are only criminals thugs with better analytical skills than your ordinary street thug.
RE: Get ready for "Chicago Hot Dog Friday"

If we get the same "waitresses," I'm all for it!!

Aaric S. Eisenstein
STRATFOR
SVP Publishing
700 Lavaca St., Suite 900
Austin, TX 78701
redacted

------------------------------------------------------

From: Fred Burton [mailto:burton@stratfor.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2009 2:39 PM
To: 'Don Kuykendall'
Cc: 'Aaric Eisenstein'; 'Darryl O'Connor'; 'Copeland Susan'
Subject: RE: Get ready for "Chicago Hot Dog Friday"
I think Obama spent about $65,000 of the tax-payers money flying in pizza/dogs from Chicago for a private party at the White House not long ago, assume we are using the same channels?

------------------------------------------------------

From: Don Kuykendall [mailto:kuykendall@stratfor.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2009 1:59 PM
To: 'stratforaustin'
Subject: Get ready for "Chicago Hot Dog Friday"
To celebrate all you hot dogs out there. Aaric, you can participate as well!

Don R. Kuykendall
President
STRATFOR
redacted
kuykendall @ stratfor.com

http://www.stratfor.com
STRATFOR
700 Lavaca
Suite 900
Austin, Texas 78701

Richard Chesler  🎯 Pinto Currency * Nov 24, 2016 8:54 AM
Everyone knows Hillary prefers to bathe in children's blood in the privacy of her home.

WillyGroper  🎯 bamawatson * Nov 23, 2016 10:24 PM
abby martin, empire files, pedoesta.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fat63bqvG8

TeamDepends  🎯 medium giraffe * Nov 23, 2016 7:20 PM
A man never stands so tall as when he stoops to help a child.
And whoever shall cause to stumble one of these of the little ones believing in Me, it is better for him that a heavy millstone should be hung around his neck, and he be sunk in the depth of the sea. Matthew 18:6

Draybin Defferc... 🎯 TeamDepends * Nov 23, 2016 8:16 PM
I'm all for a witch hunt that involves real life witches.

THE PUNISHMENT FOR CHILD MOLESTERS SHOULD BE DEATH BY SAND FLEAS!

What the fuck is that you ask?

Well let me tell you. The first time I went commercial fishing for halibut here in Alaska I learned about sand fleas. Little carnivorous crustaceans that swarm their victims and eat them alive. They can devour a 300 pound halibut, alive, in about 24 hours when they are on a 16/0 circle hook and can't swim away. Sand fleas are parasitic crustaceans that live in the North Pacific. They infect a wide variety of fish and whales by digging into the skin or under the scales, and eating their host. After consuming the slime coating and outer-most layer of epidermis, during which time the halibut will remain alive, the crustaceans will migrate into its host through the eyes or the anus. At this point there is little chance for survival.

Yes We Can. But...

Or Option C, something to it but nothing will come of it. As per usual.

Oh boy!

What fun... It's the Streisand Effect!

I found this one that was supposedly for a concert played at Comet Ping Pong very disturbing: https://i.sli.mg/kHXqhi.jpg

which appears to relate to this artist: http://tracytwyman.com/comet-ping-pong-artist-and-victim-embeds-pizza-cr...

While none of this proves that there is a pedophile ring, these people sure collect some disturbing art. I cannot imagine normal people wanting to hang something like that in their home, or anywhere, for that matter.

Sleeping beauty, thank you, I will re-check; thank you for caring

We cannot forget what @Eclipse_OW uncovered. She archived the metadata or 30,000 #PedoFiles on twitter. These are the 68 pages of what she found:

https://vk.com/doc395618089_439213606?hash=e18baf0

THE SOLUTION IS...

"James Alefantis = j'aime les enfants”
So a giant psyop then?

Herd Redirectio... THE SOLUTION IS DEBT FREE MONEY CREATION * Nov 23, 2016 7:39 PM

Please elaborate. I am familiar with psyops and I don't really see what the purpose would be here. Somehow falsely accuse the Washington elite of pedophilia and child trafficking? Even though it has been alleged hundreds of times in the last few decades, but now with more eyeballs than ever on the topic at hand?

I don't doubt they will try to spin it like they did the 'Satanic Panic' of the 80s, but I don't think its going to fly this time. People have become more cynical/savvy.

Tall Tom Herd Redirection Committee * Nov 23, 2016 10:42 PM

They will direct the investigators to targets who are innocent, and easily exonerated, so that they can discredit them. In this way the guilty will continue their evil deeds as the story is written off as another 'unfounded Conspiracy Theory'

It is the same MO they used with 9/11.

The name is just too obvious.

(look at these crazies with their overactive imaginations.)

CIA PsyOps

Squid-puppets a... Tall Tom * Nov 24, 2016 5:56 AM

I can tell you why it will be swept under the carpet – the list of politicians who strangely made donations of thousands of dollars to a pizza shop(?!?) – while Clinton was listed as a donor of over $9000, Trump was on the list I saw – $1300 from trump to comet pizza.

Joke Heros Squid-puppets a-go-go * Nov 24, 2016 7:22 AM

Cite please thx

AmericanFUPAcabra THE SOLUTION IS DEBT FREE MONEY CREATION * Nov 23, 2016 10:41 PM

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre_Charles_L%27Enfant

French Architect that helped design D.C. This might clear up some over the top claims of some guy wearing a T shirt with this guys name on it linked to said Pedo's.

Yog Soggoth Herd Redirection Committee * Nov 23, 2016 8:33 PM

Oui, petis mon frere. Zey are va accrocher.

Dormouse WillyGroper * Nov 24, 2016 9:00 AM

(((Steve Huffman))) is a Podesta pizza party participant. These sickos love their blood rituals, it's written right there in the Talmud.

NoDebt Pinto Currency * Nov 23, 2016 6:29 PM
I'm glad Tyler took his time posting up an article about this. And how he did it is well advised, IMHO, too; it's a story about Reddit's censorship ban of Pizzagate, leading to a brief explanation of the topic's background (for the last 3 people on the planet who may not have heard about it yet). It's NOT a direct comment on the veracity (or lack thereof) of the claims. And that's good because if you get this wrong you're radioactive after that.

As you well know, I am the world's worst conspiracy theorist. As such, having watched/read/listened to much of the "evidence" of these charges, it's weak at best. You probably couldn't get an investigation started into it, let alone anybody being brought up on any charges.

Would it surprise me that various elites (who fully expected to be in the WH just a few weeks ago) would have engaged in this sort of alleged behavior? No, I wouldn't put anything past them, even this level of weaponized depravity.

But that's not EVIDENCE. That's not PROOF.

I, for one, am glad Tyler has held this story at arms length and hope he continues to do so unless and until there is something more substantial to it.

Kanye was taken and put in a mental hospital after he mentioned Pizzagate.

Folks, this is their vulnerability. This is the kill.

Check out Clement Freud:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3m87-hM96o
and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-od8Aoe8Rm

Podesta's alleged staying at Clement Freud's. We will see if these leaks are true.
The weight of circumstantial evidence on pizzagate appears to be large – and very easy to prove where Podesta's were at the time of Madeline's disappearance.

And the odds of a pizza shop just happening to put a pedo symbol in their corporate logo and these allegations then just happening to arise is next to nothing.

Let's fix this headline please:

Reddit Bans "Pizzagate" – "We Don't Want Witchhunts On Our Site"

Reddit Bans "Pizzagate" – "We Don't Want Free Speech On Our Site"

What would be considered evidence? The actual blackmail photos of the accused with kids, in compromising positions?

It pays to remember some of the accused are lawyers. They understand plausible deniability. They know e-mails can leak (which has happened). As a result, they have discussed the most sensitive material by way of the 'pizza code'.

Podesta brothers -> Marina Abramovich -> occult -> sex magick (see Crowley)

Hillary Clinton's involvement in trying to 'help' Haitian child refugees is seen in a new light.

A certain Bill Clinton DOJ appointment to oversee 'human trafficking' owns a pizza place right next to Comet Ping Pong, and across the street from a Clinton–related Haiti refugee organization. Which AFAIK all are located on top of an old subway station, meaning there 'may' be tunnels that connect all three.

Then you look at what kind of pictures Jimmy Comet (James Alefantis) has posted on his Instagram (before making it private 3 weeks ago) and what kind of [link to Instagram].
private 2 weeks ago and what kind of art the Podestas have, and its all there, right in front of your eyes.

Internet sleuths were even able to connect to 'Cheesybay', an Ebay account that sells 'broken' hard drives/ie illegal porn encrypted on hard drives. And helps to explain how ridiculous 'modern art' is able to be sold for ridiculous prices. Short answer: to facilitate money laundering, probably payment for other 'goods' entirely.

Short of actually looking at cp, you are not going to get more evidence than this.

THE SOLUTION IS...

Thank you for information.

WillyGroper

the encrypted steganography is a bit damning.

bet wikileaks got it sorted out so as to put the kibosh on plausible deniability.

Ms No

"What would be considered evidence? The actual blackmail photos of the accused with kids, in compromising positions?"

It's going to take quite a bit, and even more if you are talking about the elite. We have seen them get away with this when they have been caught red handed repeatedly (boys town etc). There should be victims or indications of victims. Witness testimony of victims and criminal behavior. Employees, parents, neighbors... somebody.

There is no doubt that this entire group are a bunch of psychopaths and pedophiles. They all hang and work together. Bill is a pederast. Bill got a child trafficker off in Haiti. Bill likes to fly around with Epstein. Epstein has been convicted (of only one tiny offense and was guilty of much worse). You know it was bad when Epstein went down at all. The FBI was actually protecting him just like with Hillary. The FBI has flight logs on Bill and never even questioned him. There isn't a whole lot of evidence about Hillary other than her husband's ex-fling saying she was a dyke (that was from what Bill told her). Regardless of proof, it's pretty clear what they all are, that is in addition to mass murder and funding terrorists.

The Podestas are sick fucks. They fit in perfectly. Both of those freaks are obsessed with sadistic art and have been in league with Killary and Bill forever and they hang out with all the wrong people. Those two might be the worst out of all of them. There should be a history on those two. Somebody will come out and say something. If they were in a location where someone was murdered at the time and look just like the perps then the police should be on that. They probably have gotten a hundred calls already and if they weren't politically connected they probably would have already given a statement saying that they know the Podestas' whereabouts at the time and they weren't suspects.

Don't forget about Weiner, that freak is involved somewhere.

The problem is that they will hang the alt-media with this if any of it is wrong and in this case some of it is bound to be. One way or another this definitely scares them though, even if the pizza place was nothing. They have all operated with impunity and now everybody is watching. Pedophiles can barely go 10 minutes without thinking about screwing a kid and they can't control themselves, so any attention is a very bad thing. They will go on a counter attack and threaten to sue everybody for libel or something. Then nobody can talk about pedophiles again, that's exactly how they would like it too.
At last ZH goes to this. John DeCamp some time ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNjgfrksQsw he explains
what got into his book and what was missed out information
that came to light after he wrote the book on the Franklin
cover up.

Differnet Andrew Kline bro

One issue of interpreting so-called "code" in a plaintext email
is that there is no reason to use codewords if you worry
about the contents of an email being exposed. You will
encrypt it with public/private key encryption and further
digitally sign it so no one else can fake it for blackmail
purposes. And it will be stored in encrypted form on your
computer and any other intermediate server. That's what real
terrorists and I'm guessing pedophiles do to make sure any
stored emails can never be read by anyone without the secret
passphrase that only they know. Photos can be similarly
encrypted (its all just 0s and 1s just like ASCII text) I do this
with any financial/personal data on my computer so that if
the computer is stolen no one, not even an agency like NSA
can ever read it. But I'm more worried about common
criminals.

You guys gotta be fucking kidding me.
Will you believe anything as long as it maligns someone
who has anything to do with the Democrat party?
The Clinton campaign exaggerated, conspired with the
DNC to screw Bernie Sanders and colluded with CNN and
others to try to screw Trump.

But it's a massive, ridiculous leap to think that in the
middle of all of this they found time to operate a child sex
ring and, because they're sick like that, they made up
funny little wordplay shit about it (ie: j'aime les enfants –
James Alifante).

Give your fucking heads a shake.

You never heard the rumors about J Edgar Hoover being
blackmailed, I suppose?

What if I told you they operated a blackmail/extortion ring,
would that surprise you?

polymath: 9–11 is more republican than democrat and ditto
the neocons generally and they get a fair flogging here (i
certainly am trying).

there's enough bipartisan conspiracy to go around.

Moron, you are incorrect.

Throughout history the elites have engaged in abhorrent
behavior. They are drawn to evil. Why? I can only
speculate. Norway and Canada just announced the break up
of global paedo rings. I really believe the NYPD and FBI are
waiting for the new administration to turn them lose.

A ring is supposedly getting busted in Norway too. It is
supposed to include cops and politicians. Which is weird
because that country has been on board with all of the
globalists. Moron in this case they are referring more like
globalists. Maybe in their case they are framing some like they are trying to do to Assange. It would be nice if the cops would do their job but if they are raping kids too... wth.

californiagirl 🇺🇸 BlindMonkey • Nov 24, 2016 12:59 AM
The abhorrent and depraved often become elites because they are drawn to power and money, which makes it easier to cover up their acts., and they have no souls, morals or ethics to get in the way of acquiring wealth and power by any means necessary.

thebigunit 🇺🇸 Paul E. Math • Nov 23, 2016 9:23 PM
Yup. It's my policy.
Will you believe anything as long as it maligns someone who has anything to do with the Democrat party?
You got a problem wit dat?

A Nanny Moose 🇬🇧 johngaltfla • Nov 23, 2016 8:19 PM
Crazy thing is they may have had a legit beef, if there were child photos being posted in the thread.

Jim in MN 🇺🇸 NoDebt • Nov 23, 2016 6:47 PM
Yeah. We've been over this extensively in the Podesta email discussions. In a way ZH was the firewall/filter that stopped this stuff, which until backed up, merely dilutes or discredits the classified intel and influence peddling stories on the Clintons.

Jim in MN 🇺🇸 Jim in MN • Nov 23, 2016 6:56 PM
Of course there is every chance that evil deeds are ongoing. Here is just one recent example from the BBC:
The police watchdog is investigating alleged corruption in the Metropolitan Police, including claims it covered up child sex offences because MPs and police officers were involved.
The Independent Police Complaints Commission is investigating 14 referrals spanning four decades.
It said the claims were of "high-level corruption of the most serious nature".
The Met said it had voluntarily referred the allegations, which arose from an investigation launched in 2012.
The investigation, known as Operation Fairbank, is looking into historical child sex abuse claims involving politicians and other public figures.

A Nanny Moose 🇬🇧 Jim in MN • Nov 23, 2016 8:20 PM
Laws are for little people.

Tarzan 🇱 FVector • Nov 23, 2016 9:01 PM
you don't say,
The police watchdog is investigating alleged corruption in the Metropolitan Police, including claims it covered up child sex offences because MPs and police officers were involved
OK, the source is suspect, the BBC, not generally considered "Fake News" ;)
home of Jimmy Savile, who ran the BBC, vacationed and partied with Royals, and was knighted by the queen in 1990 and...
FUCKING CHILDREN THE WHOLE TIME. Everyone knew it, and nothing was done to stop it! It was only whispered about until he died. One kid after another, over and over for decades, it never stopped until he died at 84, because we're all fucking cowards!

Reddit bowed to Satan!

While they send the average evil sap, who gets caught with videos, in jail for years and then if he gets out, put a scarlet letter on them for the rest of their lives,

* it covered up child sex offences because MPs and police officers were involved *

if your somebody, if your too big to fall, they cover it up, then throw a parade when you die.

*Here's an interview* between Pierce Morgan and Johnny Rotten, of the Sex Pistals, discussing Jimmy Savile back in Sept last year.

In it Johnny says when he was a young star and knew Jimmy “We all knew what that cigar muncher was up to…”

After speaking out in 1978 about Jimmy Savile fucking children he says “I found myself banned from BBC Radio for quit some time, for my contentious behavior”

He says they got away with it for over thirty years, "not only him but the whole bunch of them!

He then refers to the fact that he's still alive, unlike Jimmy Savile, and that some of "that bunch" are still alive, and adds, IT'S JAIL TIME FOR THEM!

"...investigating 14 referrals spanning four decades"

These fucks suck up everyones wealth and live like kings, while they kidnapp our children and carry them to their dungeons, to validate their loyalty to Satan, to assure allegiance to the system, the "Cremation of Care".

FOUR DECADES, and it continues because we're all fucking COWARDS!

Jim in MN  📹 Tarzan. • Nov 23, 2016 9:43 PM

I bet Princess Diana knew it. Just sayin'.

Tall Tom  📹 Jim in MN. • Nov 23, 2016 10:25 PM

I believe that you are right. Just sayin'

This is so fucked up.

Tall Tom  📹 Tarzan. • Nov 23, 2016 10:30 PM

It has been happening for thousands upon thousands of years and that is not because WE are cowards. It is because WE are corrupted by sin and have fallen from God’s grace.

I know that you know at least there is a way out from that corrupted state. I understand that this is sick and twisted, bent beyond belief.
But you now know where to place your faith....and it is not in any of the World's systems.

I take joy that you are being enlightened and transformed, even as I write these words. I know that the facts are ugly, all sin is disgustingly ugly, and yet I will celebrate the Truth and allow God Almighty to transform the seeming defeats into a final victory.

I am praying that you can find some peace and understand that God is good, all of the time..

Happy Thanksgiving. Take a break from this for a day. Be thankful for your friends and family, the blessings which you have.

"The Clintons are good people." – President Elect Donald Trump

Tarzan  Tall Tom * Nov 23, 2016 11:16 PM

There's a clear line between issues of morality, and crimes, molestation, murder, Rapes. Certainly there will always be rapists, be rapists cannot be left to walk the streets, awaiting Gods justice in the next life.

Do you not know that the saints will judge the world? And if you are to judge the world, are you not competent to judge trivial cases? Do you not know that we will judge angels? How much more the things of this life!

God is not against exposing and prosecuting criminals!

Have nothing to do with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but rather EXPOSE THEM. It is shameful even to mention what the disobedient do in secret.

It certainly has gone on for millennia, and God has removed many a nation for such debauchery over the centuries. Each time God sent his messengers to warn them. Shall we not warn this last generation?

Besides that, why the hell would we give them a pass on child molestation? We're not talking about a victimless crime, children being molested can not be ignored anymore, and it has been ignored, for decades!

I'm trying to imagine the same attitude about rape.....

Your right Tom, Happy Thanks Giving

I'll be sitting in a tree in 5 hours, and at Moms by 1:00 see ya Friday :)

Jim in MN  Tall Tom * Nov 24, 2016 12:39 AM

God's grace is infinite......

I have never mentioned this before.....with over seven years on ZH....

But....in fact....I am ordained. In the Presbyterian Church, deacons are ordained and able to give sacrament and last rites if need be....

Hands were laid on and I must say, a veritable fountain of spiritual light erupted......very humbling. The most humbling experience you can imagine.

In my faith tradition we are somewhat taciturn....that means quiet, keeping to one's self....
All I can say my friends, after being here for so many years is....

Now is the time to lay it out, to not speak but YELL the truth as you see it.

Don't mind if I or others who 'think we know' judge your truth to be wanting.

SPEAK. Fucking speak it anyway.

This may be our last chance to put it ALL on the table. Even the anti-Semitic, Holocaust-denying, conspiracy-minded, pro-Hitler, white supremacist uhhhhh 'stuff'. By the way are there any real white supremacist racists around 'these Internet Tubez parts'? I haven't seen many.

I might tell you to fuck off, but you have the absolute right to tell your story and your truth.

May God bless our fair Republic,

--Jim in MN (which is fucking cold ATM)

phaedrus1952 Jim in MN • Nov 24, 2016 1:39 AM
Jim

I will speak, not so much to specifically validate the Pizzagate evidence, but to assure the thousands of 'good folk' who are exposed to this horror that, yes, it does indeed exist.

There have been MANY people over the years, Cathy O'Brien, for one, the adult victims in the UK these past few years being others, who fervently try to tell their stories only to be disbelieved, shunned, ignored ... or worse.

The Franklin Coverup, Sandusky at Penn State running the 'troubled boys' organization, Johnny Gosch, on and on.

This is long running, systemic stuff.

I spent several years at a place that housed Jesse Timmendequas.

Jesse who?

He's the guy that raped and killed Megan Kanka, the poor girl for whom the series of 'Megan's Laws' were passed throughout the country.

While I was at that institution, I learned of literally thousands of stories of physical and sexual atrocities either committed by, or upon, other inmates in their youth.

It happens regularly by parents or with parental acquiescence. Law enforcement personnel, judiciary, clergy ... no group is inherently above potential reproach.

I do not know how much of these accusations described in the above article and comment thread are true, but I can PERSONALLY vouch with 100% certainty that this type of activity does occur, and probably more frequently than we would wish to recognize.

Sean7k Jim in MN • Nov 24, 2016 8:37 AM
Dear Jim,

Happy Thanksgiving. I have not commented as of late, but as
I enjoy your posts I would like to comment and say we might all need to expand our definitions.

While child abuse of all forms is one of the real contentions I have with the Creator, for it is the nature of the creation to indicate the breadth of the behavior it will tolerate, we all confine our condemnation to the actions for and against one small species: humans.

Every representation of life is a species, containing a soul and on a journey to personify the love the Creator represents. Consequently, how we value all life forms is an indication of where we are on our journey.

When we kill without thought, whether it be an insect, a tree, a squirrel in the road, we are an affront to the very foundation of the creation and therefore the Creator itself. Living in a physical world has consequences—we must consume others to survive. However, the method by which we do so, the thankfulness we demonstrate and the respect for the sacrifice reflects our love of the Creator.

The crimes of humanity are great, but the opportunity to learn to love this creation and by extension the Creator, are equally as great.

For some reason unknown to me, this creation is. There is a reason for all of it. All I can figure out to do is to love and respect all of it. Human arrogance is the driver behind the worst actions I can think of. Still, in the midst of this sea of evil remains the spark of the Creator, a light to all of us proclaiming love. We are the sparks, the stars in the sky, we are the proclaimers of the Creator's love. For we know the Creator dwells within us all.

May the Creator bless you and keep you all.

---

Yog Soggoth 🌟 Jim in MN • Nov 23, 2016 9:10 PM
Had my lights gone out 3 times since this comet came out. Been visited by a Jackal last year. Apparentaly I have not stopped. Is it real? Just ask anyone in the know.

---

Jim in MN 🌟 Yog Soggoth • Nov 24, 2016 12:43 AM
My brother fucked with the Teamsters 'back in the day' and once he found his back door window broken and a baseball cap of the other side hung on the hook by the door.

Jackels are all about.

Let me (us) know if you need anything.

Break it down now. Curveball time.

---

Pinto Currency 🌟 NoDebt • Nov 23, 2016 6:50 PM

---

LongMarch 🌟 NoDebt • Nov 23, 2016 6:50 PM
WIKILEAKS DATA: PizzaGate Real

From the guy who got fired for covering Hillary's health

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytN5ZnYYoPq

---

Withdrawn Sanction 🌟 LongMarch • Nov 23, 2016 7:01 PM
I recall reading where Flynn, Trump's Nt Sec Advisor, has said it's real. Cant find the link yet in my history, but a google search should pull it up. From my limited exposure to this disgusting sewer, this thing is so incredibly vile, anti-human, and outright evil it borders on Satanic.

---

New World Chaos 🌟 Withdrawn Sanction • Nov 23, 2016 7:35 PM
Totally fucking satanic.

That's why we need to keep this shit going in comments sections so they don't memory-hole it like they did with
London, Brussels, Omaha, NY, DC (last time)...

After the inauguration we're going to dredge up all this shit again in hopes that someone in law enforcement will throw some gasoline on the embers.

Re-dumping some old stuff here, because I can (thanks Zerohedge)

Some disgusting satanism:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGL5KwUvVMc

Check out this leaked email:
https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-h...

I think it's clear that Obama spent $65k of taxpayers' money on an orgy. These people are speaking in code. Hot dogs = underage boys, pizza = underage girls. The exact translation isn't obvious from one email, but there are a lot of other suspicious emails about pizza, hot dogs and other junk food.

i.e. "Do you think I'll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta?"

There is no way the elite would be so into junk food, no way they would pay so much for it (even with taxpayers' money), no way they would have it shipped from Chicago. If they were paying that much taxpayer money to ship in the freshest Beluga caviar this would be plausible on the face of it. Still outrageous, but plausible. Pizza is pleb food. It is made everywhere. Even Chicago pizza can surely be found in DC. Locally made pizza would be much better than pizza that spent hours on a plane. There is no way they will order thousands of boxes of actual pizza. They wouldn't say "assume we are using the same channels". They wouldn't care about being served by the same "waitresses", in quotes. Obvious code.

This is just the tip of the iceberg. I am hearing rumors about a worldwide network of 70,000 pedophiles running things. They rule through human compromise and traumatic ritual abuse. Real-life Manchurian Candidate stuff. Here's how it works:
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/illuminati_formula_mind_control.htm

Also, sociopaths within the shadow government need their fellow sociopaths to prove themselves before trusting them with seriously evil plans (genocide, wars for profit, etc). But since sociopaths are notoriously untrustworthy, they all need dirt on each other in order to cement their loyalties. That's where the pedophilia comes in. People are generally not allowed to rise to the highest positions of power without proving themselves to the Shadow Government. I think Trump refused Epstein's jail bait and that's one reason why everyone is so freaked out about him.
Having all your evil scumbags around you. This is Satan tempting Christ. I finally get it. Hooeee shibburgers. Truly epiphanic. Thanks HR.

jeff montanye  A Nanny Moose  Nov 24, 2016 12:26 AM
sounds like the skull and bones initiations made larger and scarier.

the most disappointing thing trump has done is, gratuitously, calling the clintons "good people".

they are not. I'm starting to believe it isn't to survive until late january or get the drop on them before they emigrate to qatar please prove me wrong president elect

Grumbleduke  Herd Redirection Committee  Nov 24, 2016 1:00 AM
1+1=7

Old mice that received young blood experienced a burst of brain cell growth in the hippocampus. They had three to four times as many newborn neurons as their counterparts. But that was not all: old blood had the opposite effect on the brains of young mice, stalling the birth of new neurons and leaving them looking old before their time.

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2015/aug/04/can-we-reverse-ageing-pr...

Alkahest is developing therapies derived from blood and its components with a focus to improve vitality and function into old age. We are working on treatments for diseases of aging, with an emphasis on cognitive dysfunction and dementia, which are key medical challenges of our generation. The company's pioneering research has demonstrated that factors in young plasma are able to reverse brain deficits in preclinical models relevant to normal aging and Alzheimer's disease

http://www.alkahest.com/about/

New World Chaos  Grumbleduke  Nov 24, 2016 3:47 AM
Black magick turns out to be real yet again?

I bet this is how those globalist vampires cheat death. Rumor has it the bloodline families have known about transfusions for a while.

Marina Abramovic (Podesta's blood witch and spirit cook) is an old crone but she could pass for half her age. She said she had three abortions for the sake of her "art". Which is just another word for magick as far as she is concerned. They say the younger the blood, the better. I bet the twisted bitch actually transfused the blood of her own aborted children.

jonny quest  New World Chaos  Nov 23, 2016 8:56 PM
That was a great comment!

FWIW I was raised a Catholic, attended parochial and Jesuit schools. Since I can think for myself (and had a front row seat to these so called pious individuals), I took the George Carlin stance that it's all a "skygod" psypop in my teens. But when I read shit like this, my youthful training turns on and I remember Malachi Martin's warning from pope paul vi in the '60's that "the smoke of Satan has entered the Vatican." I mean who in their right mind gets off abusing children? To me, it's some non human demonic entity feeding off the fear and horror these innocent children are experiencing. Much like psychopaths, only they're not so discriminating in their tastes.

We need those "They Live" sunglasses...

New World Chaos  jonny quest  Nov 23, 2016 11:20 PM
Johnny Quest and Herd Redirection Committee: You're right about the satan stuff. Demons are real. They're some kind of evil scumbags, just like your evil scumbags.
A parasitic alien energy creature from another dimension. They have built our entire civilization as a giant farm for fresh-squeezed soul juice which is called “loosh”. It is released by sex and trauma and sacrifice, all this black magick shit. The elites actually have it worse than us. The demons have been selectively beeding them for sociopathy, low-vibrational brainwaves and ease of entering into dissociative states, all of which make them easier to possess. They aspire to be possessed. It’s the only way to survive in one of the bloodline families—those who make poor “gloves” will be sacrificed. This has been going on for thousands of years. David Icke has a lot of good stuff about this:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFas8-SKXTQ (David Icke– History of the Archons)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UV8smP-8FE0 (David Icke– The Archons fear you might click this)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4IT4i74qEA (satanism and pedophilia)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUH1Dx90ZU8 (Alex Jones epic rant)
http://pastebin.com/36Q0yKSM (giant Pizzagate link dump)
http://www.barnhardt.biz (for all things Catholic, including rants about the satanic Pope)

The Matrix is a documentary. So is Eyes Wide Shut. So is They Live. The Hofmann lens is LSD. JFK took it and had some kind of They Live trip. He went rogue and they whacked him. Google Mary Pinchot Meyer.

There is hope. Powerful though they are, they cannot stand against God. They cannot even stand against the rising tide of human awareness. They cannot bury the Army of Chaos. The more pissed off people get about all the other bullshit, the more this sick shit goes viral. When they can’t trust their own henchmen, it’s over. The FBI was always a bunch of good little lackeys so if they are getting pissed off, Day of the Rope must be near.

Riga • jonny quest • Nov 23, 2016 11:56 PM
“We need those “They Live” sunglasses…”

From what I have recently learned, it is called spiritual discernment and, assuming you believe in Jesus, it seems you just need to ask God for it.

I learned that in the time of Jesus, who taught his disciples to teach their disciples, and so on down the line, what he had taught them, job #1 of an evangelist was to expel demons and heal people.

WillyGroper • New World Chaos • Nov 23, 2016 9:17 PM
that’s why the wet work on Scalia.

his computer was linked with the whole shitload of them on alan sterling’s computer.

looks like they didn’t mop it all up.

Clashfan • New World Chaos • Nov 24, 2016 3:30 AM
keep fightin’

you rock

New World Chaos • Clashfan • Nov 24, 2016 4:29 AM
Thanks. Interesting times. Been glued to the screen. Part of me hoped that I was nuts for all those long years but deep down inside I had this gnawing feeling that the truth was more horrible than I could imagine. This instinct was usually proven right. Vindication is bittersweet. Yet I am hopeful. I feel higher powers at work. You feel the same?

I remember back in the day when it was just us, Chupacabra-322, Think For Yourself, CH1, Blotto, and a few others who I have forgotten or who dropped off the map.

Might have to give Pizzagate a bit of a rest over the holidays but rest assured that I will come back with a vengeance. Hopefully just in time for more Wikileaks dumps. In the meantime, please assist with Operation Eyes Wide Open.
basically slow-burn spamming to make sure they can't memory-hole it this time).

WillyGroper  LongMarch  *  Nov 23, 2016 8:35 PM
they've knocked CTM down now.

GreatUncle  NoDebt  *  Nov 23, 2016 6:53 PM
The real story ...
It is even only an issue in some peoples minds because the criminality that has been carried out is not being investigated publicly. The real stuff like the veritas videos will do or a start just to clean up the whole elected government. Also a look into how a donation for $250K a pop to a foundation is not a bribe? Speechless on that one when we are talking many millions.

This is why pizzagate even if it did exist the choice of Clintons friends who are in the eye of the public has to be criticized properly - ex cons / paedos should raise eyebrows.

Election over there is no reason why it cannot be cleared up once and for all just to close the fucker down. Even if the Clintons were found guilty in some form, Trump pardoning puts an end to it and the system moves on.

DO YOU TRUST WHO IS SUPPOSED TO REPRESENT YOU ANYMORE? NOPE DIDN'T THINK SO.

If it is never put behind you then you exist only in a permanent state of turmoil UNTIL SUCH TIME as what I said is actually done. It never goes away, it never gets better, it just festers as a cancer each iteration of an election just becomes worse than the time before.

Right / wrong doen't come into it, because it is the winner who makes the rules and that can be at the end of the barrel of a gun or in the ballot box, no difference.

agNau  GreatUncle  *  Nov 23, 2016 7:09 PM
From Dear Leeder: "...she's been through enough."

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuru_(disease)
It's been horrible for her as well as dinner.

New World Chaos  agNau  *  Nov 23, 2016 8:15 PM
Karma is a Bitch

UselessEater  GreatUncle  *  Nov 23, 2016 7:14 PM
The fact it is NOT a scandal and hammered to death daily by the media that this type of artwork is favoured by certain democrats while Trump flirts aggressively with adult women... whaaaat?
Click on the link below and look at that "art" for one second..."Podesta has a large paint of Djurdjevic in his living room. Here's another painting by Djurdjevic."

Then try not to lose your lunch. This should be a scandal just because of their choice of art... words "hurt" well so do images. Sick.

http://vigilantcitizen.com/vigilantreport/pizzagate-4chan-uncovered-sick...

UselessEater  UselessEater  *  Nov 23, 2016 7:56 PM
Already I got a red arrow... you like paintings of a little child being hung up by their wrists looking terrified, something that accessorizes your lounge room nicely??? Or lets talk about Trump and adult women, the favoured artist of these freaks would have been mercilessly used against Trump pre election..... but we hear ***crickets***. A human that can down arrow my post about the horror of the art work depicting children in the VC article has lost their way. NEVER can art work like that be acceptable. NEVER. Who holds it and who makes it deserves the attention that the IRS gives to targeted folks and groups.

If you cannot see that then re-think your life approach, it will harm countless little kids.
We have an obsessive-compulsive mass junker from DailyKos. Comes in here to mass junk the comments on anything related to political correctness or the depravity of the establishment. Seems to have taken a break recently, perhaps due to heavy drinking or recovering from a suicide attempt? Now he/she/xe/it is back, and absolutely raking in the PC Karma Points by white-knighting for our pedophilic overlords.

Besides, it's all good if the kids are white. And we'll just ignore the Hatian kids they disappeared and the investigator they murdered. Her name was Monica Petersen. http://conservativepost.com/woman-investigating-clinton-foundation-child...

My comment was not about evidence pointing to actual abuse, it was about art work depicting and/or heavily suggesting child abuse by artists favoured by democrats. Apparently this is OK but using the wrong word to name a not he/she is a crime! That is the sicko that down voted my post.

Take 20 min to watch this, it gets more interesting as she talks about the supreme court decisions in Canada.... no one there will ever be able to raise an objection that is factual but counter to the bizarrely twisted SJW movement.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pEbC5Py1qoI

It's at the point where it is a disservice to send your kids to university and the evidence is clear, hate speech is simply not instantly accepting and conforming to the degradation's of the day. Anyone can see the slippery slope our nations are on, the fact the art work mentioned above did not put some one is jail, tells you where this slippery slope is heading. It will not be my karma to bear it, I've not stood silent.

This is Fight Club...and Fight Club takes in all kinds.

I post here NOT to garner green or red arrows U.E. - ignore them. (And I've been here much longer than my current moniker shows...years). I was probably banned by some shitfuck I verbally ran over and they bombarded ZH until I was. Savvy veterans here can surmise who I was in my "previous life" on here.

I have found no matter what you post/how much toil you take to make a good comment - what have you - you'll have one or two (or more) shitfucks that run through here and red arrow comments - no matter what they say in them – like a 5 year old with a stick in the grocery aisle.

Fuck 'em. Your post has merit and is appreciated. No matter how many shitfucks red arrow it.

One of my favorite scenes from FIGHT CLUB

"You can swallow a pint of blood before you get sick"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxzenUeUIJ8

Why does the word, "inchoate" come to mind?

Whoah back up Biden, we are here to lynch. Suddenly you are on the watchlist.
new game  🔄 NoDebt • Nov 23, 2016 7:22 PM

waaaay over due comment: it's all fucking bullshit BITCHEZ

ronron  🔄 NoDebt • Nov 23, 2016 7:26 PM

i will say it one more time. poison the well. there was a poster on here telling us what all the code words meant. how the fuck would he know?

Yog Soggoth  🔄 ronron • Nov 23, 2016 9:38 PM

FBI a long time ago. Poison is how it is spelled.

Anonymous_Benef...  🔄 NoDebt • Nov 23, 2016 7:45 PM

Agreed on the approach by Tylers.

Disagree on evidence vs. proof. Frauds, for instance, are rarely proven by direct evidence. It's circumstantial because the vast majority of people who commit frauds don't willingly disclose their own terpitude.

There is way more than enough circumstantial evidence and creepy coincidences to justify a full investigation.

francis_the_won...  🔄 NoDebt • Nov 23, 2016 8:25 PM

Thanks for the comment ND. I have not done more than a cursory read of Pizzagate. If there's anything to it, I suppose we'll probably hear about it at the same time. In the meantime, if there's anything to it or not, does this distract from the very real crimes that the Clintons and friends ARE definitely guilty of?

Seems Legit  🔄 francis_the_wonder_hamster • Nov 23, 2016 8:57 PM

Not really, because those crimes led to nothing.

AmericanFUPAcabra  🔄 francis_the_wonder_hamster • Nov 24, 2016 1:32 AM


Here. A crime going on realtime. 1/3 of these kids will go missing. Now factor that into what this thread is about and you get the idea. See also -> Shady organizations in Haiti where kids go missing...

francis_the_won...  🔄 AmericanFUPAcabra • Nov 24, 2016 3:14 AM

Those stories disgust me. If it's as bad as suspected, I hope someone gets genital mutilation prior to execution.

Are there concrete links to our resident DC scum? I'm seriously asking, as I haven't followed the Pizzagate story.

Crash Override  🔄 NoDebt • Nov 23, 2016 8:53 PM

I agree that on the surface speculation is greater than hard proof but the following phrase keeps popping into my head...

There are no such things as coincidences, ...and there all a lot of them.

Something stinks here and and I have a feeling some members of law enforcement already know where this is going.

I could be wrong but this isn't the first time I have heard about this type of thing going on in Washington and other places.
Then there's Saudi Arabia's ties to Reddit. It's as if the Pedodollar has replaced the Petrodollar.

It's as if the Pedodollar has replaced the Petrodollar.

I largely agree, NoDebt. If you look at the evidence amassed, about 90% of it might simply be suggestive of not pedophilia but just a sex circle of gays with a dark sense of humor. However, there is about 10% of it that really quite distinctly shows an interest in sexualizing children and has no reasonable gay scene explanation. And it absolutely has to be fucking investigated at every level, because there has been nothing i have ever seen on the internet that has disturbed me to the core like this.

But I think what many folk dont appreciate, in terms of jurisprudence, is that running off to the worst conclusion about ALL of it actually compromises the overall investigation because it gives the defendants ammunition to paint the prosecution as ridiculous. And at the end of the day (aside from Bills visit to Epstein's Island) Hillary is only associated with these apparent pedophiles – no evidence thus far really shows she is implicated in the sexual practices herself.

Tyler very well should exercise caution – its enough – for now – that he's putting the topic out there.

I have heard the NYPD and FBI are investigating pedophile rings in DC and elsewhere and the prosecutions will come full force when the reigns of power have been handed over.

This is also Kryptonite for the bad people. Give some credit for them having the huge kahunas here and now. Major decision. Stuff I read last night gave me friggin nightmares, and then I woke up mad as hell!

How is this a good post? Seems to mock conspiracy theorists in general and me in particular. There is too much hate. Tony Podesta is a life long friend of convicted pedophile Dennis Hastert. If you are skeptical, please Google Tony Podesta's art collection which includes nudes of kids in their parent's house hanging in his bedroom. Sick. Still unconvined? Spirit cooking anyone? Please explain that satanic ritual. The Marina Abramoff (sp?) chic is a ghoulish satanist. Oh, and why did Besta Pizza change the company logo? Hmmm. I'm voting conspiracy fact.

You notice that the article is not about Pizzagate, but about reddit censorship. Well done Tyler for getting an oblique reference to the story, whilst giving it no credence. Nicely played. If I had my blog put on a list of "necessary to be censored", I might be a little conspicuous too.

I would leave it to the keyboard warriors to prove this one: save your powder for when you really need it.

Cheesepopes, the meme has been here for a very long time and the root was traced to a released operative.

Often in the Scriptures believers are exhorted to awake. They are warned of the danger of spiritual sleep, that such a sleeper is like a corpse that...
of the dangers of spiritual sleep, that such a slumber is like a coma that will result in death unless the believer awakens. There is a figure in the book of Proverbs called the sluggard. He is the slothful man who sleeps while others work and God casts on him a pitiless gaze.

EuroPox  🚦 evola • Nov 23, 2016 6:14 PM
Yup ... and James Alefantis is an anagram of 'J’aime les enfants’ = I love children!

TheReplacement  🚦 EuroPox • Nov 23, 2016 6:54 PM
Yup, it is almost an anagram except one has 14 characters and the other 15.

mrbyrite  🚦 EuroPox • Nov 23, 2016 8:40 PM
maybe he loves alephants. It annoys me that there’s a missing ‘n’, otherwise it would be perfect

OverTheHedge  🚦 mrbyrite • Nov 24, 2016 12:13 AM
Christ! What we're his parent's thinking when they christened him! Did't they know he was going to be a famous muddy-fiddled and child eater? You would think they would pay more attention to foreign language anagrams when choosing a name.

My name is a Sanskrit anagram of "Destroyer of world’s, pillager of hope", but then my parents took my future seriously.

FFS, people, mis-spelt anagrams in random foreign languages are NOT evidence of wrong-doing (although highly entertaining, I will admit).

This article does dovetail nicely with my long-held theory that paedophilia is the new witchcraft: point the finger, scream "child-abuser!", and all normal burdens of proof go out of the window. No matter how much I WANT Hilary to be evil, you have to PROVE that she is evil before I take up the pitchfork(regarding the child eating thing, the rest she has managed on her own quite nicely).

Good news – I own 4 pitchforks, and I'm happy to share.

Herd Redirectio... 🚦 OverTheHedge • Nov 24, 2016 2:02 AM
Monica Petersen. You are welcome.

Also take a look at what is located across the street (under the street?) from Comet Ping Pong?

OverTheHedge  🚦 mrbyrite • Nov 24, 2016 12:17 AM
Christ! What we're his parent's thinking when they christened him!

Didn't they know he was going to be a famous kiddy-fiddler and child eater? You would think they would pay more attention to foreign language anagrams when choosing a name.

My name is a Sanskrit anagram of "Destroyer of world’s, pillager of hope", but then my parents took my future seriously.

FFS, people, mis-spelt anagrams in random foreign languages are NOT evidence of wrong-doing (although highly entertaining, I will admit).

This article does dovetail nicely with my long-held theory that paedophilia is the new witchcraft: point the finger, scream "child-abuser!", and all normal burdens of proof go out of the window. No matter how much I WANT Hilary to be evil, you have to PROVE that she is evil before I take up the pitchfork(regarding the child eating thing, the rest she has managed on her own quite nicely).

Good news – I own 4 pitchforks, and I'm happy to share.

OverTheHedge  🚦 mrbyrite • Nov 24, 2016 1:02 AM
Christ! What we're his parent's thinking when they christened him!

Didn't they know he was going to be a famous kiddy-fiddler and child eater? You would think they would pay more attention to foreign language anagrams when choosing a name.

My name is a Sanskrit anagram of "Destroyer of world’s, pillager of hope", but then my parents took my future seriously.
FFS, people, mis-spelt anagrams in random foreign languages are NOT evidence of wrong-doing (although highly entertaining, I will admit).

This article does dovetail nicely with my long-held theory that paedophilia is the new witchcraft: point the finger, scream "child-abuser!", and all normal burdens of proof go out of the window. No matter how much I WANT Hilary to be evil, you have to PROVE that she is evil before I take up the pitchfork (regarding the child eating thing, the rest she has managed on her own quite nicely).

Good news – I own 4 pitchforks, and I’m happy to share.

<layman_please><evoila> • Nov 23, 2016 6:16 PM

Talking about logos. check out the next door's besta pizza logo

[31 https://i.sli.mg/WFX7jx.png]

And then this

[https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CwmnPwWgAAoH0S.jpg](https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CwmnPwWgAAoH0S.jpg)

(from the FBI – symbols and logos used by pedophiles to identify sexual preferences)

<layman_please> • Nov 23, 2016 6:17 PM

We (the autists) sent those pics to thousands of clergy the weekend before the election, and of course #pizzagate was trending on Twitter until the censors shut it down. It some sick shit going on, and it's all in the Wikileaks emails.

<WillyGroper> • Nov 23, 2016 6:21 PM

Rolf, James a la infanticide crying for protection after extorting $850K from brock.

[19]
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Political, nope... they got both sides.

Nyt/cbs has lost their credibility. Ain't it a bitch!

Don't think this is gonna die easily unless it's rendition, that's when the fun begins.

NYPD, car 54 where are you?

Pass the popcorn please.

>New World Chaos • WillyGroper • Nov 23, 2016 7:56 PM

They are going to have to bug the fuck out when all this comes boiling up. I hear Antarctica is nice this time of year. They are actually considering it. Problem is, the good spots are already taken!


I think they will end up in the Middle East. Tolerance of pedophilia, totalitarian ideology, easily manipulated plebs who hate Christians, could direct the Islamic invasion of the west from there, close to ritual sites, close to the throne of the antichrist...


Best Satan in Town • WillyGroper • Nov 24, 2016 1:49 AM

That little sissy James Alefantis is quoted in the NY Slimes saying he's begged the FBI for help and is being "harassed" constantly with messages and is trying to keep his staff safe from being doxed. He portrays himself as the complete victim and doesn't utter a word in defense about the serious accusations leveled against him.

Worse yet, a picture exists on his instagram with him wearing a sweatshirt that actually says I love children in French, I'm going to link it.

Here is the proof: [https://i.sli.mg/ON22AY.png](https://i.sli.mg/ON22AY.png)

This was on HIS Instagram.

>New World Chaos • evoila • Nov 23, 2016 7:02 PM

One way the occult puppetmasters use symbolism is to show us what they are doing. It gets into the subconscious and manufactures collective consent, which satisfies some Prime Directive, and gives their luciferian memes an energetic boost from us. They might also be hedging their bets, trying to cover their asses on Judgement Day. More than just a secret handshake.
mrbyrite 📣 New World Chaos • Nov 23, 2016 8:42 PM

it's crowleyian sex magick
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Seems Legit 📣 mrbyrite • Nov 23, 2016 9:09 PM

Politicians like Hillary, have to get their occult power from somewhere. How else would they influence the masses.

2

0

Clashfan 📣 New World Chaos • Nov 24, 2016 8:13 AM

Many folks say that their secret societies--take Rosicrucians for one--believe that the people must be informed, however slightly or forgettably, about the actual practice of this evil--that it's a universal law, similar to what you're saying, just... that consent is arguably derived, yes. Many people say that the masses must have a possible avenue for discerning truth.

I'm not saying, however, that that's what's happening with these emails. This appears to be a legit hack. The symbols, then? Maybe--more likely code for themselves.

Hedging bets for JD? Doubt that one.

Greatly admire the work you've done on this thread, though, for sure. Proud to be your ZH friend. Here's a link you might enjoy, then. Seen this yet?

http://www.fashionnstyle.com/articles/44194/20150216/miley-cyrus-cara-de-

Tapeworm 📣 evoila • Nov 23, 2016 7:32 PM

Or the 800 phone number for Obamacare page done by letters on the dial rather than numbers comes out "FUCKYOU" or close enough as to where if you dial 1-800-FUC-KYOU you get a recording that asks if you want obamacare or to continue to their telephone sex service.

2

0

cptlg2 📣 evoila • Nov 23, 2016 7:37 PM

Shut up and fuck!

2

0

any mouse 📣 evoila • Nov 23, 2016 7:46 PM

"Mr. Alefantis ... named No. 49 in GQ magazine's 50 most powerful people in Washington in 2012. ... Mr. Alefantis and Mr. Brock... broke up five years ago."

A pizza place owner named as one of the 50 most powerful people in WDC? And the owner is a sodomite. The true source of his influence in WDC. [Now I understand the reference to GQ. Who cares what GQ thinks?]

Seems Legit 📣 any_mouse • Nov 23, 2016 9:08 PM

Good point – why is a restaurant owner so powerful in Washington, in a city full of highly educated, highly connected influential people?
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Ponk 📣 evoila • Nov 24, 2016 6:39 AM

I posted this on another thread. What evidence is there regarding Pizzagate? All I've seen are a bunch of quite juvenile attempts at assembling a narrative out what looks like incredibly naive readings of images, instagram etc. Don't get me wrong, I have no sympathy for those accused, but there doesn't really seem to be any evidence apart from the usual 'don't you understand, this is their secret special language and I know how to interpret it' nonsense. This isn't a rhetorical question, I would actually like to know.

Velocity 📣 Ponk • Nov 24, 2016 9:32 AM

You sound like every adult in the town where I used to live, when the first family spoke up in the 1970's claiming one of the Catholic priests molested their kid. Yeah... nothing on ZH is admissible proof positive of wrongdoing, but how can you deny there is cause for an official investigation?
Jim Sampson • layman_please • Nov 23, 2016 6:11 PM
Thanks for the info on Voat. Reddit has been on the payroll for the Elites for a while.
20
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mrbvite • Jim Sampson • Nov 23, 2016 8:44 PM
ever since the elites hounded aaron schwartz to death
10
0

New World Chaos • layman_please • Nov 23, 2016 6:46 PM
That's not all. It turns out the Podesta brothers were in the neighborhood when Madeleine McCann was abducted. They were staying at the mansion of Sigmund Freud's grandson, who is also a known pedo. After the podestas left, Freud invited the McCanns to stay at his mansion to keep them out of the media spotlight.
http://victuruslibertas.com/2016/11/do-john-and-tony-podesta-have-a-conn...

This (and two police sketches and all the pedo logos and weird food stuff) are just circumstantial evidence. Fake news. Move along, plebs...

chunga • New World Chaos • Nov 23, 2016 7:35 PM
This thing is just so grotesque it bounces right off my head. Who knows...the sociopathic politician types are terrible people. After a while they might be bored getting away with routine terrible things all the time and have a desire to do the most terrible things possible. This here is about as terrible as it gets.

Buck Johnson • chunga • Nov 23, 2016 8:14 PM
http://conspiracyresearch.blogspot.com/2016/03/jews-jeffrey-epstein-alan...

Anonymous_Benef... • New World Chaos • Nov 23, 2016 7:49 PM
Great comment re: circumstantial evidence.

5
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mrbvite • layman_please • Nov 23, 2016 8:38 PM
this is probably a red herring. The sketches are of a single suspect, from six year old witness memory, and the guy in question is supposed to be a german or german speaker. Do either of the podestas speak german?

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/sketches-show-suspect-in-madeleine-mccann-di...

Herr Deux • layman_please • Nov 23, 2016 8:50 PM
Stay on this story. Everyone is appalled by pedophiles (exept pedophiles).

As the old saying goes, "Don't believe it until the government (or NY Times) officially denies it."
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Frito • layman_please • Nov 23, 2016 9:00 PM
Reddit CEO just went full retard, got caught (and admitted) that they have been changing users comments (from the back end, no acknowelegement).

9
0

Archive of the reddit thread: https://archive.is/iY2td
Discussion of this on Voat: Reddit CEO admits to editing user comments. This guy should be fired.

Dignified • layman_please • Nov 24, 2016 1:53 AM
I'd recommend the /ewo/ general on /pol/.
Not only that, Podesta's first email on Wikileaks was dated May 4, 2007. Madeline McCann disappeared on May 3, 2007. Did he wipe his account? He is known to have visited Portugal later that year, the country where Maddie disappeared.

http://truthfeed.com/breaking-bombshell-multiple-reports-tie-clintons-po...

macholatte ➔ lincis • Nov 23, 2016 6:05 PM

hold the anchovies

knuckles ➔ macholatte • Nov 23, 2016 6:08 PM

Hmmmm....

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yRJiP4f_EU&feature=youtu.be

Yoog Soogoth ➔ knuckles • Nov 23, 2016 10:12 PM

I know that was somehow possibly really relevant, but I would still like you to focus on the pertinent pissed off peoples!!! Work on it Mister.

38BWD22 ➔ lincis • Nov 23, 2016 6:08 PM

We leave for vacation (Europe) tomorrow.

Happy Thanksgiving to all of Zero Hedge. Most of us have much to be thankful for if you look...

* * *

And I really, really hope to see that PizzaGate is all the rage by the time we are back. Go get 'em guys. Do not let the pedophiles get away with this yet again.

nmewn ➔ 38BWD22 • Nov 23, 2016 6:15 PM

Have fun.

We figure if Trump can be called a razzist tax dodging white nationalist serial pussy grabber who makes adult college students sob uncontrollably in their crowded safe places while under the influence of aroma therapy, we can call Podesta a cheese eating pedophile.

It'll be pretty much the same when you get back ;-)
Most of us have much to be thankful for if you look. I will be thankful when vengeance is done. Everyone here knows that I am First American. I have no apologies per say.

If you post up your address we'll watch over your house for you while you're gone. :) And try not to get gunned down by any Muslims while you're over there. Have fun.

Actually, I lied. We'll be staying at Tony Podesta's place. I'll leave the back door open for you guys...
The gold is in the basement, where the prize artwork is. Bring your cameras!

Happy Thanksgiving DoChenRollerBearing !!!

Well, I guess all we need is the address now ;-) These Pure Evil Satanic Luciferian Scum Fucks have been "illuminated" & bought out of the shadows. Vigilent Citizen covered & has a piece with Chilling Pics.

This article only contains some of the findings uncovered by 'private investigators' online. What has been exposed is, most likely, only the tip of the iceberg of a huge, complex network that has many ramifications. Each thread could probably be investigated further and lead to even more disturbing facts connecting even more high-powered individuals.

Going through the material of this article is a difficult and painful process, but it exposes the true mind-state and philosophy of the occult elite. They publicly celebrate a specific culture of death, abuse and dehumanization through their art and events, leaving us to only speculate about what they do behind closed doors. The symbolism in the above images is in perfect accordance with the occult elite's culture that I have been describing on Vigilant Citizen for years.

The "Pizzagate" investigation reveals, at best, the disturbing culture of the elite and, at worst, an all-out child trafficking ring. And don't believe that only Democrats are into this. This is the true culture of the occult elite, a circle of powerful people who operate far above political parties, and far above the law.

http://vigilantcitizen.com/vigilantreport/pizzagate-4chan-uncovered-sick...

It's OK we kill 'em now right? Just joshin, we already knew that. POW!

This is probably why very little ever gets done in DC.
Clashfan 🌡️ Chupacabra-322 • Nov 24, 2016 6:44 AM


Frito 🌡️ lincis • Nov 23, 2016 6:31 PM
Nice of WaPo to completely misscharacterise the allegations:

"secret headquarters of a child sex-trafficking ring run by Hillary Clinton and members of her inner circle"

They are not claiming it is the "headquarters", just a likely site (probably one of many).

They are not claiming that HRC or inner circle ran it (though it is a possibility that they are heavily involved), just that they are involved and/or connected to.

Withdrawn Sanction 🌡️ Frito • Nov 23, 2016 7:30 PM

Good catch. Maybe the WaPo is simply inadvertently inserting what it knows to be true. The narrative seems to be getting away from them on this.

People will put up with a lot of shite, but messing with kids is NOT one of them. Even prisoners will beat a child molester to death if they find out.

Uzda Farce 🌡️ Withdrawn Sanction • Nov 23, 2016 8:45 PM

The WashPost is inserting what they know to be false. Demolish the strawman, ridicule the wacko "conspiracy theorists", end of story. Works every time.

unique_snowflake 🌡️ lincis • Nov 23, 2016 6:31 PM

ZeroCourage #pizzagate

Captain Chlamydia 🌡️ lincis • Nov 23, 2016 6:37 PM

"From this insane, fabricated conspiracy theory, we've come under constant assault," said Mr. Alefantis, 42....

There. 42. I'd say there is the answer to everything. Sure is fishy.

Ms No 🌡️ Captain Chlamydia • Nov 23, 2016 6:40 PM

If we are going to have witch hunts in this country, by gawd let it be witch hunts for politicians (= They must be hating life right now.

Buck Johnson 🌡️ lincis • Nov 23, 2016 8:09 PM

I can't find the webpage that did an in depth research on Epstein 6 years ago, but from it he was using those underage not only for himself but to blackmail powerful people for himself and the Mossad.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Epstein

Crash Override 🌡️ Buck Johnson • Nov 23, 2016 9:21 PM

Epstein had cameras all over the island, he also had an rock star TEAM of lawyers and got off easy for what the charges were.

There is way more to that story...

Seems Legit 🌡️ lincis • Nov 23, 2016 8:55 PM

They were probably always at reddit.
witch-hunt informal campaign directed against a person or group holding unorthodox or unpopular views.

Reddit Admin Chat Log, wanting to ban /r/The_Donald https://sli.mk/a/zxwjZh

Comments also include CEO spez at 19:27 suggesting "normalizing votes" and a reply at 19:28 Can you increase vote weight on posts for non-subscriber upvotes/downvotes or something

Hmmm. Obama and Merkel talking about all this "False News"...

Only sites I found that are counter narrative seem to be on that one list.

Mainstream in trusted by <30% in recent "Polls".

Censorship is Unconstitutional.

Don't make me follow that Oath.

this one has been known for quite some time -- good to see it finally making the rounds

Gunderson ring a bell? He is suddenly no longer alive.

...and by witch, they mean Hillary Rodhaus Nixton.

We @reddit support our leaders right to engage in "alternative" lifestyle choices

we need to start our own social media with no censorship

Go join the waiting list to get on Gab: https://gab.ai – growing daily and no censorship.

The whole fucking planet is joining.

It's real and it's fabulous.

Fabulous, Jena darling. Who does your hair?
Onan_the_Barbarian • Nov 23, 2016 6:07 PM

Go look at the emails and the evidence. It does look like there is creepy shit going on.

PirateOfBaltimore • Onan_the_Barbarian • Nov 24, 2016 8:14 AM

The “playing dominos on cheese or pasta” email got me, besides the Obama $65k/“waitresses”/channels being discussed.

Dominos = creepy fucking masks from Eyes Wide Shut OR bondage (DOMINant)

buzzsaw99 • Nov 23, 2016 6:07 PM

It sounds like a nothingburger to me.

bamawatson • buzzsaw99 • Nov 23, 2016 7:21 PM

Nothing burger

"Because every normal pizzeria has photos of people holding slices of pizza over their genitals.

Every normal business owner shares photos of kids with their hands taped down on tables.

Normal people like and upvote photos of children with price tags on them and photos with phallic symbols mixed with underage kids.

Normal people like paintings showing half naked children hanging by their underwear in dirty bathrooms with spanked bottoms.

Normal people write sentences that say, "Do you think I’d have more fun playing domino with cheese or apples?"

Normal businesses hide symbols for child molestation in their logos and then aren’t appalled by their "mistake".

Normal people give little girls jewelry with symbols for child molestation and domination.

The “We must stop fake news” movement started once pizzagate started to get real attention.

All these things are totally normal and no way connected to anyone in Washington. Because right wingers are crazy and make everything up to scare people into hating good natured progressives."

NotBuyingIt • bamawatson • Nov 23, 2016 8:21 PM

Oh, and something Hagmann pointed out on the show where he covered this the other day: The guy standing behind the little girl taped to the table has an erection. That’s pretty fucking sick if you ask me. Here’s the video. Hagmann covers it for the first 30 minutes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgVllYGkVtE

Yog Soggoth • bamawatson • Nov 23, 2016 11:13 PM

I think you have discovered a mole in ZH. I went to other websites and was surprised at what I found. Gotta wonder, but still want to kill the molester sickos first.

Cursive • bamawatson • Nov 24, 2016 12:55 AM

Bamawatson FTMFW!

The e-mails and tweets show that the sickos were definitely speaking in a code. And the fact that there is established lingo for pedos and it fits the communications perfectly is a big tell. But, to anyone who can’t understand the subtext, please explain spirit cooking or that sick pic if Lady Gaga participating in the simulated cannibalism. Anyone not freaked out about that is probably a sicko too.

buzzsaw99 • bamawatson • Nov 24, 2016 6:20 AM

I find it creepy that so many zhers are such experts on this subject.
Curiously_Crazy ✪ buzzsaw99 • Nov 24, 2016 2:19 AM
Agreed. And it’s a shame to see the massive groupthink going on here on this thread.
You’ve pointed out your opinion and the responses to it sound similar to the leftest safe space mentality. “but but but you can’t say that here”.
I note a lot of regular posters are just staying well away, and a lot of regulars posters who are normally quite forthright but have commented are staying out of it by making flippent/comedy remarks.

Haven't we learnt anything? This is the mainstream medias wet dream. A load of disparate connections to something that even I as the conspiracy theorist of all theorists can't make the links. 9/11 inside job, Sandy hoax hoax, Boston bombing hoax, crisis actors I know it all.. but this thing is just a stretch to far.

gonetogalt ✪ Curiously_Crazy • Nov 24, 2016 9:12 AM
Yes, at this point the thing might be a type of honey trap to totally screw alt media.
The Podesta's & maybe Weiner either were in Portugal or they weren't on May 3, '07.
If they were, it's the equivelent of 9-11 to cover up.
Are they cooking the books now to falsify the passport ink, etc? Does Portugal have immigration records that haven't been cooked?
The McCann thing is the bomb that could blow the world apart, if true.

Hurricane Baby • Nov 23, 2016 6:07 PM
Any and every accusation against Trump & Co. is true.
Any and every accusation against Clinton & Co. is false.
Do I have that right?

Yars Revenge • Nov 23, 2016 6:10 PM
When there's no defense -- ban/censor.
Reddit used to pride themselves on being a free speech community.
No more. Now they're just like Facebook/Twitter.

tdag ✪ Yars Revenge • Nov 23, 2016 9:18 PM
That ship sailed when Conde Nast bought it in 2011.

nailgunner44 ✪ tdag • Nov 24, 2016 2:54 AM
Yeah Reddit is owned by Conde Nast, which is owned by Advance Publications, which is owned by Samuel and Donald Newhouse, who were funded by the Rockefellers. Now it's just another Khazarian mafia propaganda arm under the guise of a social news aggregate site. It never ends with these people- someone bring these fuckers down for the betterment of humanity!

Razzle Dazzle ✪ Yars Revenge • Nov 24, 2016 2:37 AM
Now won't they feel silly and complict if it comes to bear. The piece de resistance would be if they all be Demo-rats, linked to the witch, it will be a pleasure to remind those who shamed Trumpsters what/who they were backing. Maybe there is Karma.

alexcojones • Nov 23, 2016 6:11 PM
WITCHES? At least they used the correct word.

Yog Soggoth ✪ alexcojones • Nov 23, 2016 11:29 PM
Warlocks and Demons would be proper speech for the topic. Hillry could be a major itch.
Ms No • Nov 23, 2016 6:13 PM
Two earthquakes off the coast of the bleeding Fukushima reactors, threats to raise rates, an Indian getting their arm blown off by the feds and an official denial of pizzagate... Damn, the news is slowing down. Just wait something else when happen in a few minutes.

Although I believe that people need to be proven guilty, I have to admit that the fact that some pederast supposedly getting 200 threats makes me proud. It's a sign that this country is ready to defend their kids again. For kiddie rappers times are a changin. Be thankful that the authorities protect you because they share a common perversion. If it wasn't for that, you couldn't even imagine what could happen.

adr • Nov 23, 2016 6:19 PM
Because every normal pizzeria has photos of people holding slices of pizza over their genitals.

Every normal business owner shares photos of kids with their hands taped down on tables.

Normal people like and upvote photos of children with price tags on them and photos with phallic symbols mixed with underage kids.

Normal people like paintings showing half naked children hanging by their underwear in dirty bathrooms with spanked bottoms.

Normal people write sentences that say, "Do you think I'd have more fun playing domino with cheese or apples?"

Normal businesses hide symbols for child molestation in their logos and then aren't appalled by their "mistake".

Normal people give little girls jewelry with symbols for child molestation and domination.

The "We must stop fake news" movement started once pizzagate started to get real attention.

All these things are totally normal and no way connected to anyone in Washington. Because right wingers are crazy and make everything up to scare people into hating good natured progressives.

MsCreant • adr • Nov 23, 2016 6:31 PM
I would give this no cred based on the emails. The items you list force me to keep an open mind. Something, I know not what, ain't right.

WillyGroper • MsCreant • Nov 23, 2016 6:41 PM
son in college?

they nailed mine @ princeton.

Herd Redirectio... • WillyGroper • Nov 23, 2016 8:24 PM
What do you mean 'they nailed mine'... Because if we are going with literal meanings here "shudder"

WillyGroper • Herd Redirectio Committee • Nov 23, 2016 9:35 PM
phuqers groom them in school & yes it's literal.

there's this lil ditty put on @ princeton called "Junior Statesman" where AP kids can take summer school for college credits.

my son was 14. found the "class" pic after i lost him. he was clearly traumatized in that photo. about to break down & cry...& he wasn't the only one either.

gonetogalt • WillyGroper • Nov 24, 2016 9:25 AM
Fuck, Willie! I feel more sorry for you than I do for me. Mine went to American University, but he was pre-fucked, thanks to his skank bitch psycho mother's choices in stepfathers...

adr • MsCreant • Nov 23, 2016 6:46 PM
The only thing that connects the emails is words that are associated with dark net codewords for some seriously sick stuff.
Some are things I've heard discussed by men in Provincetown. The one thing about going to an Ivy League school is that you can get to know some really bored rich people who are into some really sick stuff.

I was once given a graphic description of penis stuffing by a gay student. One kid in my sophomore studio had his computer seized by the FBI for having thousands of MP3 files and a huge cache of child porn. He was caught distributing the music files with kiddie porn hidden in .rar directories.

There may be nothing to the emails and child molestation, but knowing the type of people involved, it wouldn't shock me.

Once you go down the dark rabbit hole, you can't go back.

GreatUncle ♦ adr • Nov 23, 2016 7:01 PM
Once you shake the hand of a corrupt politician there is no going back neither.

Instant contamination of corruption, you owe them for all they do for you whilst fucking over everybody else.

HamFistedIdiot ♦ adr • Nov 23, 2016 9:06 PM
I think Majestic Ape (who performs at Comet Ping Pong Pizza) wears a red hood over her head and face to symbolize the bloodied phallus that is part and parcel of all these child rapes and sodomizings. She is promoting a new album, "Heavy Breathing," with track "Air Tight" among other questionably named tracks. It really makes you wonder. In the first video link below you can see a picture of her starring in the "Broadway smash," "Orphans and Assholes" (Clinton Foundation and child sodomy reference?). Amanda Kleinman, aka Majestic Ape, "offers you the keys to a life that only the chosen few will experience" (initiation into Satanic child rape/sacrifice?). The Comet Pizza website has a private section that is impenetrable to any hacker, with a security system that shifts its protocols on a second by second basis, with files that are multiple GBs in size, but if you are able to download them, they are just KB size text files of gibberish. Security experts have said they have never encountered anything so fortified that is beyond anything used in military or corporate security systems. Someone release those vids already. Mr. Lover of Children James Alefantis and his coterie of chicken and cheese pizza lovers need to be put behind bars.

Before these are removed:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_gGhrIO6ps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PR1w6IkqF5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZICH5SNHlc

Joke Heros ♦ HamFistedIdiot • Nov 23, 2016 10:38 PM
First video, :35 sec in, is that a fuking coffee mug with one of the Podesta brothers on it!!

Sure is.

Joke Heros ♦ HamFistedIdiot • Nov 23, 2016 12:28 AM

nailgunner44 ♦ HamFistedIdiot • Nov 24, 2016 4:13 AM
Re: "Majestic Ape" AKA Amanda Kleinman, the red skimask costume you describe is supposed to be a "changeling", a scary mythical creature left in the place of a stolen human child. Look it up on wikipedia if you are unfamiliar with it.

http://i.imgur.com/yzgEFeH.jpg
http://i.imgur.com/LWzmdq6Z.jpg

This is her:
http://i.imgur.com/eufD0ir.jpg

She's a former Girl Scout leader, maybe she's the one who lures kids. Take a look at this excerpt of a page from her old band's website describing a secret gathering involving adolescents:

"You have seen the graffiti on the walls. Captain 20's Children. Mount of the Child Generals. APES. Imp AHh. You have heard rumors of those gone missing: Adolescents, leaving their homes, wandering into the night and never being seen again. The melting of children into feed for the woodland animals."

"Please ignore these rumors – rumors created by your teachers, the local media, parental figures. Ignore the ignorant teens-in-heat blogs. Spurred by myth, inspired by whispers, many have written us from all over the world, wanting to know more about our mountain retreat."

http://www.theapes.com/babas1.html
Her current band's site is below. (WARNING: anyone with delicate sensibilities should not visit that site as it is very unsettling stuff). I believe it could be the work of an MKULTRA mind programming expert. It's pretty much nightmare fuel, don't say you weren't warned.

http://heavybreathing.net

Stephanieg ➤ MsCreant • Nov 23, 2016 7:15 PM

Here is something that you should look into. It is probably the most damming.

http://imgur.com/a/0dSu5

It's a picture of the Podestas above, and below are the sketches of suspects in an abduction case of Madeleine Mccann. Below is a source for the sketches.


One of these is... ➤ MsCreant • Nov 23, 2016 8:49 PM

That picture of John Podesta with the fish and fourteen on his hands doesn't look any kind of right to me.

WillyGroper ➤ One of these is not like the others... • Nov 23, 2016 9:41 PM

This explains it pretty well.

i had never heard of base 7 gematria before this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YxaCrxDrxo

I am a Man I am... • Nov 23, 2016 6:20 PM

PED Play Eat Drink, I mean what are the chances of that??? It's shit like that that makes you go you don't want to believe but shit just starts to stack up

Ms No • I am a Man I am Forty • Nov 23, 2016 6:37 PM

Something is likely going on but the media crackdown is quickening and nobody wants to lose all cred by going after something with no evidence. Cops have to abandon cases all the time where they know who killed somebody because they can't get enough evidence. People are watching though so if the proof is out there somebody will find it. This whole country seems ready for a political pedophile hunt. I think it's a great idea.

WillyGroper ➤ Ms No • Nov 23, 2016 6:44 PM

Hagmann was privy to what NYPD got in the wikileaks insurance file.

it ain't goin away.

SGT has been under attack all day after his CTM show last night.

Ballin D • I am a Man I am Forty • Nov 23, 2016 6:37 PM

Three restaurants on the strip have logos that the FBI tracks as signs for little boys, little girls, and all little kids. Bonus fourth shop there has worked with the Clintons. All of the owners or previous owners have ties to the Podestas. Also, the place with the 'we sell little boys here' logo changed it right after they were called out.

This is all in Podestas neighborhood.

That'd be enough for the FBI to investigate you or I.

LongMarch • I am a Man I am Forty • Nov 23, 2016 6:57 PM

Especially since in normal discourse it would be Eat Drink Play

mysid • LongMarch • Nov 24, 2016 8:08 AM

As in 'eat, drink and be merry.'
As in “eat, drink and be merry.”

Urban Redneck 🦊 I am a Man I am Forty • Nov 23, 2016 8:10 PM

3

0

Personal Electronic Device (evil TSA molesters)

Price Elasticity of Demand (fraudulent dismal scientists)

Platform Encryption Device/ Programmable Encryption Device (evil stormtroopers)

Protective Equipment Decontamination (evil stormtroopers)

Phase Equilibrium Diagram (edumacated idiots)

Potential Energy Distribution (edumacated idiots)

Preliminary Engineering Design (edumacated idiots)

Program Entry Device (edumacated idiots)

Period End Date (damn shysters)

Pre-Existing Damages/Property & Equipment Damage (damn shysters)

Paroxysmal Exercise-Induced Dystonia (medical quacks)

Performance Enhancing Drug (medical quacks)

Pigment Epithelial Detachment (medical quacks)

Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea (medical quacks)

I think the chances of any single given acronym are pretty good, but odds aren’t additive, and they’re is much more speculation and hearsay involved than a single acronym. Unfortunately actual evidence is in short supply right now, but more eyeballs can lead to a break through. The MSM speaking in CODES about “fake news stories” is counter-productive on several fronts though...

Anonymous_Benef... 🦊 Urban Redneck • Nov 23, 2016 8:45 PM

0

0

Ok who is going to create the “Where’s John Podesta?” app?

Ghordius 🦊 Urban Redneck • Nov 24, 2016 6:34 AM

2

-2

+1 UR "Unfortunately actual evidence is in short supply right now, but more eyeballs can lead to a break through. The MSM speaking in CODES about “fake news stories” is counter-productive on several fronts though..."

silly label, that "Fake News". I would vastly prefer Trash Food, pardon me, Trash News

little “nutritional”, I mean informative content, no context, but hey, consumers are kings, aren’t they? what they “want”, they have to be provided with before anybody misunderstands me: this kind of abuse is real. and has to be fought against.

the attribution of this kind of abuse, though, needs solid evidence

Urban Redneck 🦊 Ghordius • Nov 24, 2016 7:07 AM

1

0

The fist rule of Progressive Club! is to always use projection as a defensive tool.

The narrative of the pedophilia accusations actually tipping the entire election to Trump is ludicrous. Particularly juxtaposed to the simultaneous accusations that Drain the Swamp is code and a dog whistle to the racists, despite YouTube montages of the minority leader in the House using the same term in the same context repeatedly.

If the left actually wanted to diffuse the situation, they would speak openly, instead they are just reinforcing the right’s unsubstantiated notions of a cover-up and an even larger conspiracy.

On a side note I keep seeing “internet experts” claiming Comet Ping Pong is in Chevy Chase. I used to live one block from where it’s located, and that aint Chevy Chase, where I’ve also lived. It would be like saying Victoria Station in London is in Sloane Square or Belgravia. They may be only blocks away, but they’re worlds apart.

Al Bondiga Nov 23, 2016 6:24 PM

13

0

I have no idea if the allegations made against the Podestas, et al may be true or not. But it certainly appears at there is some very disturbing shit going on with these people.
Yes, innocent until proven guilty, but there should be a thorough investigation to figure out what is going on, if anything.

WillyGroper 📹 Al Bondiga • Nov 23, 2016 6:51 PM
and the reason hillary made such a miraculous recovery was? black mollies couldn't have juiced that 1/2 living corpse enuf for those debates. how about these maggots living into their 90's/100's? stem cells, blood? clintoons sold tainted blood from prisoners to canada.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxhnHboCkYQ

HamFistedIdiot 📹 WillyGroper • Nov 23, 2016 9:52 PM
British Royals used to drink and bathe in children's blood. Wealthy Chinese businessmen travel to Laos and Vietnam to have sex with prepubescent kids. They believe it extends their lives. I guess feeding on innocence is a dark sacrament that the elite have engaged for ages. Will the plebes be able to do anything about it? Is everyone compromised? Have the elites matched everyone's "price"?

geekz_rule • Nov 23, 2016 6:25 PM
https://youtu.be/D8YdSvyp89E

Rockwell • Nov 23, 2016 6:26 PM
These pederasts/cannibals/satanists/murderers will never be prosecuted legally by the system. They're too tightly connected to blackmail control of puppets by the real powers that be.

New World Chaos 📹 Rockwell • Nov 23, 2016 8:39 PM
Time for Hanging Judges (take that as you will)

Nero_Hedge • Nov 23, 2016 6:27 PM
Bullshit, it wasn't for violating the rules, they are closing down any and all spinoff subs as fast as they pop up. But pedos can keep a sub open? The discussion has moved over to voat for anyone interested

Safelyundergroundlul • Nov 23, 2016 6:30 PM
Also; what is James Alefantis if you say it in French :)
This is, shoutout to Sigmund (F), just the tip of the iceberg. Wow. To think how deep this thing goes.

Safelyundergroundlul 📹 Safelyundergroundlul • Nov 23, 2016 6:30 PM
btw inb4 zerohedge down. Maybe it's time to have a rudimentary backup? That people at least "know" to go to Voat or something. Maybe exaggerating.

GreatUncle 📹 Safelyundergroundlul • Nov 23, 2016 7:04 PM
Go to the other side ...

Clara Tardis • Nov 23, 2016 6:30 PM
Why Trump not going after criminal coo coo-pants Clinton? He saw the pizzagate/child sex traffic/ blackmail list which includes too many pizza eating representatives and senators that would be implicated for having sex with children, he'd loose most republicans, wouldn't be able to pass of his stuff..
Dems too...
We live in a crimey, slimy cesspool...
Recrimination, a president only last so long and then the next one gets in, so on and so forth. If you open that can of worms be prepared for other witch hunts at some future point. So to me it makes sense not to and even pardon although one criteria you keep out of politics from now on. Politics is a dirty business, but we now have shit with shit festering in it, a bad sign.

Because unfortunately... Donald is in on it too. He isn't involved in pizzagate, but he is on the record as being good friends with Jeffrey Epstein and has visited pedo island and flown on Epstein's Lolita express. Trump is due in court December 16th for civil allegations against him that he sexually abused the Jane Doe who he's being sued by at Epstein's place.

Case was dismissed, she admitted she made the whole thing up. They couldn't pin anything on Trump with regards to Epstein either.

Go ahead and block it "reddit" - the fucking horse busted out of the barn and jumped the fucking fence – fuck you.

spez is a cuck. Apparently, he's getting hammered by Redditors. So much that he actually made a comment in response to all the haters! LOL! That's a FIRST!

Now he's gone and changed peoples comments (without acknoweleging the change). Has now admitted it too. Basically has a negative number of legs to stand on now.

Archived Reddit thread and further discussion @Voat: Reddit CEO admits to editing user comments. This guy should be fired.

No matter what happens from here on out the pedo's will be dealt with one way or another... We will not allow this anymore.

The guy was in a relationship with a sick twisted pervert and is frienda with a podesta. He should not be anywhere near kids.

They used the terms fake news and conspiracy, I'm thinking it may just be true. I must admit I haven't paid too much attention to it but I have read some of those emails and they are bizzare to say the least, like the one about playing dominos on cheese pizza or pepperoni, or something like that. I just haven't investigated if those are real pedo terms. Intriguing indeed. I say keep up the investigation.

The quotes within the article stated the conspiracy theory is not true, as in it is a fact. It is awfully hard to verify and prove a negative like that. Those statements alone have left me convinced this is a very wide ranging cover up.
Ahh... nice catch.

Yep, caught that in the NYT article.

The denials by the local CBS affiliate were way over the top. They have nothing to back up their confidence in Alefontis’ innocence.

Yet there is lots of evidence of a pure creep factor about the place. A close association with Tony Podesta is plenty damning in itself. Tony is the guy with a prominent sculpture called the “Arch of Agony.” The grotesque bronze hangs prominently near the entrance – inside his home – that features a decapitated man in a pose much like one of Jeffrey Dahmer’s photos of one of his victims.

Tony’s brother, John, has a painting on his office wall of a scene of impending cannibalism where two men have plates and knives and forks ready to dig in to a man lying on a dining room table.

The restaurant looks like an unfinished hole in the wall, nothing at all like what one would expect in that wealthy and prim part of town. It also has an ugly open ceiling. No restaurant like that in that area would get any repeat business, so they are up to something else.

The mere notion that they have 40 employees to make and serve pizza is preposterous.

What about the video of Vice President Joe Biden whispering, in front of his wife, to a 13yo girl how she makes him randy? Did he ever make the ‘film’?

This is one of the reasons the Founders were so adamant for free speech and the press. It exposes criminals against the People. The fact that a ban was implemented should raise flags as to pizzagate’s validity.

And love him or hate him, David Icke was right about Jimmy Savile and Ted Heath years before the press would touch it and he was roundly demonized (no pun intended) for it.

The word is out. Many reasonable normies know. This won’t be smothered by controlled opposition.

Keep digging for a new dawn.
Keep digging for a new dawn.

dannoone

All that has to be done is the NYPD needs to make a statement saying that there was not underage sexual content on the Weiner Laptop. The NYPD along with the Podesta Emails is where the suspicion began. Funny thing that no one has heard from them and we know how big the chatter is on the net. Simple thing to clear it all up, unless.

http://pastebin.com/36O0yKSM
https://wikileaks.org/plsul/cables/10BUENOSAIRES166_a.html
http://www.shiftplan.com/headline-news/fbi-cia-nypd-officials-set-to-drop...
http://www.AE911truth.org
http://beforeitssnews.com/opinion-conservative-2016/10/hillary-with-under...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0s452-DRB-U&feature=youtu.be
http://victuruslibertas.com/2016/10/insiders-reveal-sex-ring/
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/06/30/the-billionaire-pedophile...
http://gawker.com/heres-pedophile-billionaire-jeffrey-estein-billio...
http://gawker.com/flight-logs-put-clinton-dershowitz-on-pedophile-billio...
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message3341662/pg1?disclaimer=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=12zVlaZvX3Q&app=desktop
https://conservativedailypost.com/insider-democratic-leaders-hid-winers...
http://www.anonews.co/fbi-clinton/
http://donaldtrumpnews.com/news/clinton-emails-linked-political-pedophile...
http://sananda.website/bombshell-hillary-clinton-pedophile-sex-ring-cont...
https://mobile.twitter.com/Always_Trump/status/792938244895715328
http://www.fury.news/2016/11/weiners-emails-expose-huge-pedophile-ring-w...
http://www.abeldanger.net/2016/10/insiders-threaten-to-expose-hillarys.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08w_w2ZZQX8
http://sananda.website/bombshell-hillary-clinton-pedophile-sex-ring-cont...
http://www.fury.news/2016/11/weiners-emails-expose-huge-pedophile-ring-w...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZxTAXg1JI50
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=54578
https://conservativedailypost.com/breaking-the-fbi-has-ordered-all-agent...
https://www.superstation95.com/index.php/world/2379
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3mb87-HM966&t=317s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTeV7Szg1c
http://sgtreport.com/2016/11/do-john-and-tony-podesta-have-a-connection-
http://sgtreport.com/2016/11/podesta-pizzagate-pedo-bombshell-encrypted-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5lyzuVJueU
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/
http://vigilantcitizen.com/vigilantreport/pizzagate-4chan-uncovered-sick...
https://www.newnationalist.net/2016/11/22/new-york-times/
https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@titusfrost/pizzagate-dnc-pedophile-ring-e...
https://conservativedailypost.com/busted-the-truth-comes-out-twitter-fou...
http://usdefensewatch.com/2016/11/fbi-insider-clinton-staff-linked-to-ma;

Mena Arkansas

What ever happened to Weiner and the NYPD? Erik Prince of Blackwater fame claimed they were ready to make arrests on Nov 4.

http://www.breitbart.com/radio/2016/11/04/erik-prince-nypd-ready-make-ar...

just the tip

and what about assange since the election? awfully quiet. and that "will get her jailed" data dump?

KickIce

I think the FBI reopened the investigation just so they could collect all the evidence and bury it.
Erik Prince is no "prince". Mark Cuban of the mercenary world.

ur avatar sucks.

Posting links to attack sites is not Kosher. Get lost you fucking asshole.

Truly Dazed, libtard/Demoncrat lost in the haze for the worthless time of your existence.

As I'm not Jewish, I don't care if something is Kosher. I only care whether it's true or not. If Jeffrey Dahmer tells me 2+2=4, it's true regardless of his sordid doings.